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**SYNOPSIS**

To renew the Checkpoint Firewall Maintenance contract and migrate from the IPRISM URL filtering to Checkpoint.

**FISCAL IMPACT**

The total cost is $129,294.26. The cost to renew the Checkpoint Firewall maintenance is $69,894.26, plus applicable taxes and fees, co-termed to expire on October 1, 2023. Funds are available in the Network Re-Ocurring Maintenance Account, No. 103030-61350. The cost to migrate from our exiting IPRISM Web Filtering to Checkpoint is $59,400, plus applicable taxes and fees. Funds are available in the Special Projects Account No. 108309-63211-S30A903.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Staff recommends approval.

**BACKGROUND**

The Checkpoint Firewall Maintenance is due for renewal and will be co-termed with existing maintenance. The IPRISM, which provides web security, no longer provides adequate security for our end users. The current Checkpoint firewall solution provides a URL filtering that will enhance our ability to block real-time threats. Request to contract for consultant services to assist in migrating to Checkpoint URL filtering. IPRISM will be used to support exterior firewalls until maintenance expires, at which time will evaluate the feasibility of moving to Checkpoint URL filtering.